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Seattle Fire Department Capt. Reba Gonzales researched and wrote on a need dear to any first responder –
technology to improve situational awareness. 
Her course paper, titled “Crisis Information Management Information Systems,” used the 9/11 and Hurricane Katrina
catastrophes as examples of the need for technology that could foster better inter-agency intelligence and
information sharing. 
“One of the key things I learned was that because of all the work done by the Crisis Information Management
Systems(CIMS) Test Bed Project, there were actually vendors that generated applications geared toward first
responders,” Gonzales said.
1) Gonzales outlined the guidelines Department of Justice had issued for crisis information systems (CIMS). Her
paper then took that criteria and used a “feature comparison matrix” to analyze three products on the market for
emergency management communication: E-Team from IBM; Web EOC from ESI; and, E*SPONDER by
Convergence.
While researching the topic, Gonzales discovered the Seattle Fire Department’s technology division had teamed
with the Seattle Police Department and was planning to implement the E*SPONDER system as a means to share
information for critical infrastructures.
2) During an interview, Gonzales said the E*SPONDER was a versatile system that could store information for the
fire department’s use and had the ability to share real-time intelligence and information with other agencies during
an emergent event.
The data for the application could be populated from fire and life safety inspections, and store information on special
hazard locations critical during alarms. Examples such as the location of flammable or combustible storage; floor
plans and exiting for public assemblies; and any pertinent infrastructure for buildings to be used for emergency
planning and response. 
For example, when responding to a hazmat spill at one of the city’s ports, the department would have information
pre-loaded from the inspection and immediately available for incident commanders. 
Another useful feature was that notification for off-duty firefighters to respond to an emergency situation could be
done quickly via the computer, rather than individual phone calls as was traditionally the case. Once activated to
make notifications, E*SPONDER could utilize groupings based on the needs of the fire department while tracking
members contacted for real-time resource management.
In addition, the system can accommodate incident command functions with specific or general ICS checklist and the
accommodating ICS forms.  Both are critical for equipment reimbursements, resource accountability and to evaluate
performance in after-action review.
3) While the Seattle Fire Department and Police Department studied and pursued the E*SPONDER system, it was
ultimately not implemented. Due to a national economic downturn that has imperiled many municipal budgets, the
Seattle Fire Department lacked the funding to train personnel to use the system, hire staff to maintain data entry or
to have technical staff available for assistance.
“Like any municipal agency, administrators have to prioritize where they are going to spend limited funds,” Gonzales
said.
Also, the city’s Emergency Operations Center had adopted the Web EOC system many years prior, as had its
regional and state counterparts.  However, she recently discovered that both the regional and state program
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coordinators are currently reevaluating the possibility for E*SPONDER which could certainly be the catalyst SFD
needs to move forward. 
In the interim, the department is beginning the process to integrate a legacy communication tool called The
Communicator!®NXT™.  While this application is cost effective (free for city agencies), it doesn’t compare to the
capabilities of a true CIMS. That means calls to off-duty personnel are still done the old-fashioned way. 
Gonzales remains hopeful that in the future the E*SPONDER application can be implemented, but said
unfortunately, it is not a high priority for the department when it is competing with dispatching or other mobile
communication technology.
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